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” As the world’s largest 

packaging and paper 

company, our sustainability 

strategy governs everything 

that we do from employee 

safety, to relationships 

with our customers and 

communities and our impact 

on the environment, to how 

we ensure our businesses 

will be successful for 

generations to come.”

www.internationalpaper.com/sustainability

For more than 118 years, International Paper has been doing the right things, in the right ways, 
for the right reasons — this is The IP Way of doing business.

As the world’s largest packaging and paper company, our sustainability strategy governs everything 
that we do from employee safety, to relationships with our customers and communities and our 
impact on the environment, to how we ensure our businesses will be successful for generations 
to come. This has created a culture in which our 55,000 global employees are committed to the 
highest standards in industrial manufacturing.

Because renewable natural resources are the primary raw material for our products we believe that 
we have a duty to take a leadership role in demonstrating good global citizenship. 

International Paper is committed to continuous improvement in every aspect of our operations. 
For example, we have invested $495 million since 2010 to increase our energy efficiency and fuel 
diversity. We further demonstrated our sustainability leadership by joining the White House’s 
American Business Act on Climate Pledge. In our pledge, we highlight that 70 percent of the 
energy used in our global mill system is self-generated using renewable carbon-neutral biomass. 
We also commit to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions by 20 percent and improve purchased 
energy efficiency by 15 percent by 2020, which will result in a reduction of 3.4 million tons of 
greenhouse gas equivalent per year and a related 34 trillion British thermal units per year.

A commitment to healthy forests and responsibly sourced wood provides the backbone of our 
company. In conjunction with a $7.5 million gift, International Paper entered a partnership with 
the National Fish and Wildlife Federation to conserve and enhance 200,000 acres of forestlands 
throughout the southern United States. We also expanded our collaboration with the World 
Wildlife Fund’s Global Forest and Trade Network, an initiative focused on eliminating illegal 
logging and improving environmental and socially responsible forest management. Additionally, 
our company is advocating for ambitious measures in the Trans-Pacific Partnership, which would 
advance greater international action to combat illegal logging.

International Paper will continue to improve our impact and promote the long-term sustainability 
of both natural capital and our business. I am confident our long-term strategy will create value 
for our employees, customers, communities, shareowners and the planet. 

Mark S. Sutton
Chairman and CEO

SOLUTIONS AT WORK

India Farm Forestry

In India, International Paper has 

strengthened a successful farm 

forestry program that makes high-

quality seedlings available to farmers 

to plant on their degraded lands and 

then harvest in short growth cycles.

Since its inception, 1.5 billion saplings 

have been planted by local farmers, 

many grown by women employed 

from the community. The program is 

a key driver in ensuring a sustainable 

source of wood fiber for our facilities 

while creating economic progress for 

farmers and the region’s women. The 

degraded lands of yesterday have 

become the means to profitability 

for farmers and the renewal of the 

region’s ecology.

www.brt.org/sustainability
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